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Peculiar Purple Island and the
Battle Against Di scrimination

O

nce upon a time there
was a floating soft island
surrounded by coffee waters
in the sky composed of dark and
scary tie-dyed mountains with grey
and purple colored creeks and sand.
There are hidden bunkers supported
by roots of trees and a dark maze
running through sharp titanium
rocks. On this island it rains and
thunders tacos on Tuesdays and
pizza on Thursdays under pink
clouds. The purple sky is made up of
42 moons with different colors and
faces including one white cold sun
and one black warm sun. It smells

of old socks and wet dogs on this
island due to the dog clouds and
pink fluffy unicorns that appear
on rainbows when it rains. On this
island no one sleeps due to the
huge presence of coffee rivers, latte
lakes, and creamer rivers. If you
don’t like the taste of these rivers
you may be banished!
The people get around on this
island by riding purple griffohips
and lightening like trains. You can
also get around by sound-waves if
you have a pair of cowboy boots or
by hover cars and jet packs. Don’t
worry, there are energy fences so

you don’t crash but may not protect
you from the creepy creatures and
plants roaming around.
There are purple Do Do birds
who are becoming extinct, purple
cats who poop jelly beans on
National Cat Day, and rainbow
dragons. There are gold owls that
can take you back to planet Earth
and a Crocopus (Crocodile and
Platypus hybrid). There are clamlike plants with green and red dots
and teeth that lifts you across to
the bunkers and bite if you are too
squirmy. There are also some fresh
orange fruit trees and some rotten
pink trees that help support the
bunkers.
On this island lives Jaden and
Gwen, a two-headed intelligent
girl and boy who share one mind

and brain with the power of two.
Jaden has a short pink mohawk
and Gwen has long black braids in
the front and short braids in the
back. They have broken wings that
hinder them from flying but allow
them to hover. They live isolated
far away in a green and turquoise
modern decor filled bunker, only
leaving on Tuesdays and Thursdays
for food. They are very distinct
from their family being that Gwen
breathes ice and Jaden breathes
fire. Jaden and Gwen are afraid to
be seen and strive to overthrow the
discriminating government of their
island.
Jaden and Gwen are joined by
their friend Dr. Ghidalk, an easily
distracted two-headed pug dog
with 90 legs. The boy head is gold

and breathes fire while the girl’s is
made up of blue and green stripes
and breathes gasoline that causes
marshmallow fluff explosions.
They breathe underwater in their
home under Crocapus Lake and can
be bribed by treats.
There also lives
Farleosocarlston Calabala who
is part crocapus and part squid
with a unicorn horn because he
spilled potions on himself! He
has an orange afro and 18 orange
tentacles with his heart in his nose.
His unicorn was stolen and its’
heart was shrunken 6 times so he
is now afraid of diets and eating
healthy. He lives under Latte Lake
and captured a taco gun from Taco
Tuesday. Farleosocarlston Calabala
hypnotizes animals and controls

coffee, making everyone chunky
with his taco gun.
He is joined by Alfred the evil doer,
a weak janitor, who is 3 feet tall
with orange eyes and a bald head of
only 3 hairs. He has feet for hands
and hands for feet and a plasticninja star covered black belt with
an excellent aim. He lives in a tiny
boring apartment because his wife
left him for a marshmallow so he
seeks revenge.
On a sunny Taco Tuesday, Jaden
and Gwen left their home to gather
food. However, what they did not
know was that Farleosocarlston
Calabala and Alfred the Evil Doer
were waiting quietly behind a
rotten pink tree....

